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Catalytic C(sp3)–F bond formation: recent
achievements and pertaining challenges
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Increasing demand for ﬂuorine-containing compounds has led to a surge in the development of processes targeting the synthesis of alkyl ﬂuorides. Catalytic methods of ﬂuorination represent an eﬃcient
strategy to synthesise high value ﬂuorinated compounds in a selective and eﬃcient manner. Yet, catalytic
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methods of ﬂuorination have received scant attention compared to those that do not utilise catalysis,
despite the signiﬁcant potential they oﬀer in terms of improved process sustainability. In this review, we
summarise the ﬂuorination processes developed so far from a catalytic perspective, in order to highlight
the achievements made to date, emphasise the pertaining challenges that continue to be faced, and
hence aid the future development of more sustainable methods for the synthesis of C(sp3)–F bonds.

1. Introduction to organo-ﬂuorine
chemistry
In recent decades, fluorinated molecules have rapidly emerged
as essential compounds in several fields of chemistry, most
notably in medicinal chemistry and materials chemistry. Their
utility in these fields arises from the dramatic impact the
introduction of the fluorine atom induces in organic
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compounds.1–8 For example, fluorine is a key element in medicinal chemistry, due to the increased levels of biological
activity observed in pharmaceutically active compounds following introduction of fluorine in their backbone. Indeed, the
biological, physical and chemical properties of an organic
molecule can be significantly altered by the addition of
fluorine. Such eﬀects include improved lipophilicity, bioavailability, metabolic stability, and increased protein–ligand
interactions.1,2 Inclusion of a radioactive isotope of fluorine,
fluorine-18 (18F), also endows organic molecules with a radioactive tracer suitable for Positron Emission Tomography (PET)
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imaging purposes, which is used to monitor metabolic processes and aid in the identification of diseases.3,4
Fluorine is also used to great eﬀect in a variety of other
chemical industries, such as the polymer industry. Indeed, the
introduction of multiple C–F bonds into monomer building
blocks results in the synthesis of final polymers with highly
desirable properties, such as hydrophobicity, mechanical stability and low coeﬃcients of friction.5–8 The increasing demand
for fluorine in the examples noted above, alongside the use of
fluorine in agrochemicals and perfluorinated solvents, has
resulted in the increasing importance of fluorinated compounds in modern society.
However, several challenges mean that fluorination processes represent some of the most challenging reactions to
perform in a sustainable and green manner. Yet, their importance to society makes their improvement an essential task,
and has led to a surge in the development of novel selective
fluorination methods.9–12
Amongst the specific challenges in the field of fluorination
are those aimed at C(sp3)–F bond formation. This is an
especially important synthetic challenge, given that a large
fraction of high-value fluorinated compounds contain at least
a single C(sp3)–F bond.4,13 Due to the importance of this challenge and the increasing number of reports focused upon it,
this review focuses on recent breakthroughs made for C(sp3)–F
bond synthesis. However, due to the key role that catalysis can
play with respect to increasing the sustainability of a chemical
process, this review places particular attention on studies that
employ catalysis as a key enabling method during C(sp3)–F
bond synthesis, to provide an overview of the current routes
and highlight the pertaining challenges present in the field.
To better emphasise the role that catalysis can play in the field
of fluorination, we place particular attention on radical fluorination processes, which represent the majority of the catalytic
fluorination processes developed so far, and where some key
catalytic breakthroughs have already been achieved. However,
the sustainability principles described herein may also be
applied to fluorination reactions of a diﬀerent nature, such as
reductive elimination from Pd(IV) complexes14 and other
general methods of fluorination, which have been extensively
reviewed elsewhere.15–17 Although novel strategies for difluoromethylation and trifluoromethylation have also been subjected
to an increasing growth in the past decade,17–23 the breadth of
these additional reports and the prevalence of non-catalytic
approaches places them outside the scope of this mini-review.

Green Chemistry
However, an increase in the demand for fluorinated compounds has led to the search for safer fluorinating reagents
that are non-explosive, less toxic and preferentially inexpensive. Whilst research is still on-going, breakthroughs
have been achieved in this area, and a range of fluorinating
agents of improved nature have been designed.28–30 These
include fluorinating agents with nucleophilic, electrophilic
and/or radical character, such as DAST, Selectfluor® (F-TEDA)
and NFSI, which are able to mediate several types of fluorination reactions.31–36 The discovery of such reagents represents a
milestone in fluorination chemistry, and has subsequently led
to the design of a great deal of new fluorination procedures. As
such, a large portion of the modern catalytic methods to synthesise C(sp3)–F bonds typically utilise these “easy-to-handle”
fluorinating agents. Irrespective of the formal mechanistic
aspects, some of the most common fluorinating agents are
reported in Fig. 1.
Depending from the nature of the fluorinating source,
these previous studies can be divided into three main categories;
nucleophilic,
electrophilic,
and
radical
fluorination.31–36 In contrast to nucleophilic reactions, which
are generally accepted to involve fluoride ions (F−), electrophilic reactions are not thought to occur via the formation of
formal fluoronium cations (F+), which are unlikely to be
formed due to their instability and the energy required to their
formation.17 For electrophilic fluorination, fluorine transfer is
proposed to occur via two possible mechanisms; (i) single electron transfer (SET), or (ii) SN2 nucleophilic substitution, in
which a nucleophilic substrate attacks the fluorine atom, yielding the R–F bond.17,35 Considering the ability of some electrophilic fluorinating agents to also undergo SETs in radical reactions, the diﬀerence between electrophilic and radical fluorination is a fine line. In fact, competition between the two possible reaction pathways is reportedly dependent upon several
parameters, including the choice of reaction conditions, the
properties of the nucleophilic substrate and the nature of the
electrophilic fluorinating agent.35
2.1.

Nucleophilic fluorination

Although fluoride ions (F−) may be identified as the obvious
reagent to perform nucleophilic fluorinations, their employ-

2. General methods of ﬂuorination
Synthetic methods for introducing fluorine into organic molecules using gaseous fluorine (F2), perchloryl fluoride (FClO3)
and xenon difluoride (XeF2) were discovered in the 1960s and
70s.24–27 However, prior to the late 1990s, little progress had
been made regarding the improvement of these C–F bond
forming methods, primarily due to safety concerns associated
to the aggressive nature of these fluorinating reagents.
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Fig. 1

Examples of ﬂuorinating agents.
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ment is hampered by the scarce solubility of metal fluorides in
organic solvents, and the preference of F− to form hydrogen
bonds with H-donors, which undermines the nucleophilicity
of F−. Moreover, the double reactivity of F−, which is able to
react as both nucleophile and base, makes achieving general
applicability challenging.37 Despite these issues, nucleophilic
fluorination with F− is still extensively performed in medicinal
chemistry for the synthesis of 18F-containing molecules, which
are widely used for PET. This is due to the relatively facile synthesis of aqueous 18F−, which can be produced in high yield
even from small cyclotrons.38 As such, several studies have
focussed on the direct employment of 18F− for the synthesis of
radiochemicals.39–42
Nucleophilic fluorination involving stoichiometric amounts
of safer nucleophilic agents, such as DAST, Deoxofluor, and
XtalFluor-E, have also successfully been achieved in an array of
non-catalytic reactions, such as the synthesis of high-value
allylic fluorides from allylic alcohols (Scheme 1, entries
1–3).43–50 However, as these reagents can also mediate a range
of non-fluorinating reactions, including cyclodehydration of
hydroxyamides and amidation of carboxylic acids (Scheme 1,
entries 4 and 5),51,52 finding the optimal conditions to achieve
selective fluorination processes with these reagents is often
challenging.
Recently, the Doyle group reported the employment of
algorithms to model the reaction outcome i.e. yield of alkyl fluoride, of a series of deoxyfluorination reactions using sulfonyl
fluorides with various scaﬀolds as fluorine sources and
diﬀerent classes of alcohols as substrates (Scheme 2).53
Following tuning of reagent and base, eﬃcient synthesis of a
range of alkyl fluorides was successfully predicted, with errors

Scheme 1 Examples of ﬂuorination reactions employing DAST and
XtalFluor-E® as ﬂuorinating reagent: (1) synthesis of allylic ﬂuorides
from allylic alcohols,44,46 (2) conversion of sugars to glycosylﬂuorides,50
and (3) asymmetric deoxyﬂuorination of alcohols.47 Non-ﬂuorinating
reactions mediated by DAST and XtalFluor-E®: (4) cyclodehydration of
hydroxyamides,51 and (5) amidation of carboxylic acids.52

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
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Scheme 2 Reaction scheme for deoxyﬂuorination of alcohols with sulfonyl ﬂuorides.53

in the range of 7.4–23% calculated through comparison with
observed experimental values. This “design of experiment”
approach, as opposed to the classical trial and error method,
may represent a valid strategy to find the optimal reaction conditions of such processes e.g. amount of base, solvent, temperature, amount and type of fluorinating reagent, in a more
eﬃcient manner.
Despite these breakthroughs in stoichiometric nucleophilic
fluorination, this strategy is limited to pre-activated substrates,
e.g. allylic alcohols, and the functionalisation of less active
substrates is generally not possible in the absence of a catalyst.17 Therefore, nucleophilic fluorinations catalysed by transition metals have been investigated in recent years, with interesting results achieved for the synthesis of both C(sp2)–F and
C(sp3)–F bonds.37,54,55 Details on the promising catalytic
systems developed for the synthesis of simple C–F bonds are
provided throughout sections 5–8.

2.2.

Electrophilic fluorination

The development of modern electrophilic fluorinating agents,
such as Selectfluor® and NFSI,56 has also opened a whole host
of research opportunities regarding the selective fluorination
of organic compounds.57–61 Amongst these, it has been shown
that Selectfluor®, is able to fluorinate a wide range of substrates including aromatics, alkenes and enamines
(Scheme 3).58,59 Interesting studies have also shown the successful synthesis of labelled electrophilic fluorinating agents,

Scheme 3 Examples of electrophilic ﬂuorination reactions using
Selectﬂuor®: (1) synthesis of diﬂuorinated carbonyl compounds from
enamines,58 (2) ﬂuorination of alkenes,59 and (3) synthesis of aryl
ﬂuorides from aromatic compounds.59
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such as [18F]fluoro-benziodoxole and [18F]NFSI, for radiochemical applications.62,63
Unfortunately, such stoichiometric, electrophilic fluorinations are only reported for sp2 carbon atoms, and they are not
suitable for selective C(sp3)–F bond formation when using the
fluorinating reagent alone, i.e. in the absence of a catalyst. For
these reasons, the design of catalysts able to perform fluorination reactions in combination with electrophilic fluorinating
reagents such as Selectfluor®, is an important challenge (see
sections 5–8 for details).
2.3.

Radical fluorination

Like several other radical processes, radical fluorination pathways occur rapidly and often proceed with low selectivity and
poor reaction control, due to the high reactivity of the radical
species in question. Whilst such reactions have long been considered uncontrollable, a small number of examples using F2
and XeF2 have proven to be applicable on a large scale,
employing unsaturated hydrocarbons (e.g. olefins and substituted aromatic compounds) or carboxylic acids as
substrate.24–26,64 Furthermore, in 2012, the potential of some
electrophilic fluorinating agents (NFSI and Selectfluor®) to act
as radical fluorine transfer reagents was reported by RuedaBecerril et al. (Scheme 4, entry 1).65 Their ability to perform in
such processes (Scheme 4) arises from the relatively low bond
dissociation energies of N–F bonds (63.4 kcal mol−1 and
64 kcal mol−1 for NFSI and Selectfluor®, respectively),66 which
are low enough to allow reaction with most alkyl radicals via
SET (Scheme 5). These findings have inspired new lines of
research, focused on the development of catalysts able to
promote the formation of radicals from diﬀerent types of substrates e.g. carboxylic acids, which are then capable of undergoing SET with the required fluorinating agent (sections 5–8
for details).
Despite all of the progress made in the last decades, a large
portion of the fluorination methods reported in the literature
are not catalytic,17,47–50,53,57–60,65,68 and could benefit from the

Scheme 4 Examples of radical ﬂuorinations using electrophilic ﬂuorinating agents containing N–F bonds: (1) ﬂuorination of tert-butyl peresters to form C(sp3)–F bonds,65 and (2) photo-decarboxylative ﬂuorination of 2-aryloxy and 2-aryl carboxylic acids.67

Scheme 5 SET process between alkyl radical species and ﬂuorinating
agent yielding an R–F species.
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use of catalytic technologies. Indeed, catalytic methods
provide a number of additional benefits from both a productivity and sustainability standpoint, and may represent a
leap forward in the development of more sustainable fluorination routes.

3. Towards more sustainable
synthetic processes
During the last decade, the growing knowledge of fluorine
science, in addition to the key role played by fluorine-containing compounds in several industrial sectors, have led to continuous search for fluorinating methodologies characterised
by improved values of atom economy and E factor (kg waste
per kg product), which are key parameters to evaluate the sustainability of a process.69,70 In this context, E factors up to 100
are commonplace in the pharmaceutical industry, where
approximately 20–25% of synthetic drugs contain at least one
C–F moiety.4,69,71 In contrast, E factors up to 50 are routinely
encountered in the agrochemical sector, in which fluorine-containing molecules also represents around 25% of the total
number of agrochemicals.72 In addition to producing large
amounts of waste, a significant portion of these processes also
involve the use of toxic and/or hazardous species, which
further undermine their sustainability and scalability.
In addition to the substitution of hazardous compounds
with safer ones when possible, several other strategies can also
be followed to improve the sustainability of current fluorination processes. These include; (i) continuous operation,73–75
(ii) new enabling technologies e.g. mechanochemistry and
photochemistry,76–80 (iii) process integration,73,81 and (iv)
catalysis.82–84 Amongst these, catalysis is perhaps one of the
most influential. In fact, being by definition “a substance that
accelerates the rate of a chemical process without itself being
consumed”, the employment of small amounts of catalyst can
dramatically improve the productivity of a process. Moreover,
catalytic routes can also provide increased levels of selectivity
toward the desired products, thus reducing the need for
additional purification and separation steps, thereby minimising waste and the unnecessary loss of expensive precursor
molecules. Therefore, combining fluorination chemistry with
catalysis, and potentially with other techniques such as photochemistry or continuous operation, represents an important
approach to synthesise high value fluorinated compounds in a
more sustainable and scalable way.
A cutting-edge example showing the positive impact of this
approach in the pharmaceutical field was reported by Britton
and DiRocco.85 They reported a photocatalytic flow system for
preparative scale (>45 g) synthesis of an important intermediate used for the synthesis of Odacanatib, which is a drug
employed for the treatment of osteoporosis (Scheme 6).
Interestingly, the utilisation of a W-based photocatalyst
allowed one-pot synthesis of γ-fluoroleucine methyl ester via
direct fluorination of leucine methyl ester, substantially
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Scheme 6 Preparative scale ﬂuorination of leucine methyl ester in a
photocatalytic ﬂow system.85

increasing the eﬃciency and minimising the amounts of produced waste, when compared to previous processes.86,87
Due to the key role that catalysis can play with respect to
increasing sustainability, this review will focus on catalytic
strategies to form C(sp3)–F bonds, providing an overview of the
current routes and highlighting the pertaining challenges
present in the field. However, to correctly evaluate and
compare diﬀerent catalytic strategies, it is important to first
properly assess the catalytic performances of the systems. Yet,
this is a challenging task, as several factors require consideration. In this context, although a significant portion of reports
present in this field generally describe the performance of a
catalyst merely in terms of product yields following an
extended period of reaction, other parameters should always
be considered and reported. Therefore, the following section
will give an introduction of the key parameters required to correctly assess the catalytic performance of a catalyst, particularly
in the context of catalytic fluorination.

4. Fundamental principles of
catalysis: performance indicators
To design a successful catalyst, its general performance can be
evaluated through the employment of the following indicators;
(i) activity, (ii) selectivity, (iii) lifetime, and (iv) other parameters such as the cost and industrial applicability of the
process.88
One of the key performance indicators is the activity of a
catalyst, i.e. the amount of product produced per unit time
and per unit of catalyst. To describe the catalytic performance
of a catalyst, a large percentage of papers report activity in
terms of percentage yield of the desired product after extended
reaction periods (maximal yield). Although yield – particularly
isolated yield – is an essential parameter that must be determined in such experiments, the yield value alone does not
provide a complete overview regarding the sustainability of a
process. For example, maximal yield values do not provide any
information about; (i) the amount of substrate converted at a
given unit time, and (ii) the selectivity of the whole process
(eqn (1)–(3)). As such, they do not provide important information on the rate or the eﬃciency of a process, both of which
are essential towards determining the green potential of a new
process. Hence, yield values should be accompanied by conversion and selectivity values, and should preferentially be

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
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recorded at various periods of time, so that a time course of
the reaction can be generated.
Nevertheless, both conversion and yield are arbitrary values
that depend on the concentration of the reagents and the
quantity of catalyst used, and as such, are only related to the
reaction conditions employed. For example, a reaction carried
out in a solvent at low substrate concentration can give high
levels of conversion and yield but may produce far less quantity of product than a solvent-free experiment run at low conversion. Therefore, more rigorous evaluation of catalytic
activity can be made by comparing activity in terms of turnover
frequency numbers (TOF), which is a parameter indicating the
intrinsic activity of a catalyst, expressed in terms of amount of
substrate converted per amount of active element of catalyst
per unit of time. Notably, measurement of the TOF should be
performed during the early stage of the reaction i.e. in the linearity range of a plot of conversion versus time, to minimise the
impact of catalyst deactivation on rate evaluation.
½Pt
 100ð%Þ
½S0

ð1Þ

ð½S0  ½St Þ
 100ð%Þ
½S0

ð2Þ

Yield ¼ YðtÞ ¼
Conversion ¼ XðtÞ ¼

Selectivity ¼ SðAÞ ¼ P

½PðAÞ
½PðtotalÞ

 100ð%Þ

½PðAÞ
ð½S0  ½St Þ

ð3Þ

 100ð%Þ
S, substrate; P, product; [S]0, initial concentration of substrate
(t = 0); [P](A), concentration of reaction product A for a reaction:
S → A + B + C….
TOF ¼ molesðsubstrate convertedÞ moles1 ðactive elementÞ h1

ð4Þ

Although substrate conversion and product yield are important aspects of catalytic performance of a catalyst, its selectivity
is often the performance indicator that best defines its real
industrial applicability. Firstly, low selectivity implies large
loss of substrate, which is particularly problematic in sectors
that use expensive substrate molecules produced in complex,
multi-step procedures. Secondly, poor selectivity results in
added downstream separation steps, often leading to higher
financial and energetic cost, and, therefore, more expensive
processes. Hence, several industrial processes employ submaximal values of substrate conversion to ensure good selectivity, eventually reusing non-reacted substrate via recycling
loops.89
An additional performance indicator is the lifetime of the
catalyst. The capability of a catalyst to be eﬃciently recovered
and reused, or continuously used, without losing its overall
performance over a certain period of time, is extremely important as it dramatically aﬀects both sustainability and economic
viability of a process. A measure of lifetime can be expressed
in terms of turnover number (TON), which defines the number
of catalytic cycles catalysed by each active element before its
deactivation, i.e. its loss of catalytic performance. As such, the
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TON should be measured at the very end of a reaction, when
no more molecules of substrate are converted into the desired
product even when unconverted substrate is available in the
reaction mixture.
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TON ¼ total molesðsubstrate convertedÞ moles1 ðactive elementÞ

ð5Þ

Despite being important to define the commercial applicability of a catalyst, stability is often ignored or underestimated,90 especially in homogeneous catalysis, where the use of
homogeneous metal complexes often results in diﬃcult recovery and reusability procedures.91
In addition to the key performance indicators previously
described, other parameters also need to be considered. These
include; (i) overall sustainability of the process expressed in
terms of toxicity of the chemicals, atom economy and E
factor,69,70 (ii) simplicity of catalyst recovery and reuse, when
continuous operational mode is not possible, (iii) cost of the
catalyst and its preparation, and (iv) scalability. Amongst
these, although often overlooked, catalyst preparation also
plays an important role, especially in homogeneous catalysis
where metal complexes are often subjected to complex synthetic procedures. Indeed, scalability, sustainability and
overall industrial feasibility of a process are strongly aﬀected
by the availability of the catalyst and its synthetic
procedures.92

5. Strategies to catalytically form
new C(sp3)–F bonds
Amongst the strategies to catalytically synthesise new C(sp3)–F
bonds, two major distinctions can be made: (i) fluorination of
pre-activated substrates, and (ii) direct C–H fluorination.
Regarding the first route, carboxylic groups have been identified as the most promising class of substrate, mainly due to
their low toxicity and large abundance. The second, more
elegant route, involves the direct conversion of C–H bonds into
C–F bonds. However, whilst many breakthroughs have been
achieved for direct allylic and benzylic fluorination,17,37,54,93
reports focused on the direct fluorination from inactivated
C(sp3)–H bonds are still scarce, with only a few examples being
reported. In light of this, the following sections will focus on
the most pursued catalytic routes; (i) decarboxylative fluorination of aliphatic carboxylic acids, (ii) direct benzylic fluorination, and (iii) direct alkane fluorination.

tions (section 6.2). Notably, the amount of catalyst employed
in each process is reported by convention as molar% (mol%)
calculated as (moles(active element)/moles(substrate)) × 100,
whilst the amount of other reactants is reported as molar
equivalents (eq.), where 1 eq. represents the initial moles of
substrate. General lack of information on substrate conversion
does not allow for accurate calculation of TOF and TON values
in many of the reported systems. As such, for comparison of
the diﬀerent catalytic strategies, approximate TON and TOF
values have been calculated using reported yields of fluorinated products.

6.1.

Catalytic radical decarboxylative fluorination

The first example of decarboxylative fluorination with easy to
handle fluorinating agents was published in 2012 by Yin
et al.,94 who reported a novel and chemo-selective route for aliphatic decarboxylative fluorination using Selectfluor® as fluorinating reagent and the homogeneous silver nitrate salt AgNO3
as catalyst (Scheme 7). To demonstrate the eﬃciency and the
versatility of this system, the authors reported good yields
(from 40 to 95%) of fluorinated products from a broad array of
carboxylic acids, at relatively mild reaction conditions.94
Whilst the radical nature of this reaction has since been widely
accepted by the scientific community, the precise molecularlevel mechanism continues to be the subject of much
debate.94–96 Indeed, although Yin and colleagues94 hypothesised formation of the C–F bond occurring via SET between
an alkyl radical species and a ligand–Ag–F complex, the most
accepted mechanism involves SET between the radical species
and Selectfluor® itself.95,96
Building on these findings, a few studies have focussed on
the development of Ag-containing heterogeneous catalysts to
perform this reaction (see section 8 for further details). For
example, we found that silver oxides, AgxO, supported on TiO2
are active, stable and reusable catalysts for decarboxylative
fluorination of aliphatic carboxylic acids.97 In parallel with our
studies, Nguyen et al. reported that delafossite AgFeO2 nanoparticles can also catalyse decarboxylative fluorination,
although higher amounts of catalyst (20 mol%) and
Selectfluor® (2–2.5 eq.) were required when compared to the
AgxO/TiO2 system (see section 8 for further details).98
In addition to the Ag-catalysed route, metalloporphyrins
have also been reported to be eﬃcient catalysts for decarboxylative fluorination reactions (Scheme 8). This route, recently
discovered by Huang et al.,41 allowed targeted C–18F bond formation to be achieved, although only to moderate levels of
yield whilst requiring strongly oxidising conditions.

6. Decarboxylative ﬂuorination of
aliphatic carboxylic acids
Catalytic methods to perform decarboxylative fluorination of
aliphatic carboxylic acids may be divided in two main categories; (i) catalytic processes catalysed by transition metals
such as Ag and Mn (section 6.1), and (ii) photocatalytic reac-
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Scheme 8 Targeted ﬂuorination via decarboxylative ﬂuorination catalysed by (TMP)Mn(III)Cl.41

Notably, in all these reports, only moderate numbers of
TONs were observed, with the highest value of 34.2 achieved
using AgxO supported on TiO2.97
6.2. Radical decarboxylative fluorination activated via
photocatalysis
Recent studies have identified photocatalysis as an alternative
way to form C(sp3)–F bonds via decarboxylative fluorination
using Selectfluor® as fluorine donor. In these processes, a
combination of light and photocatalyst is typically employed to
remove the carboxylate function of the substrate as CO2, thus,
generating the alkyl radical species required for SET-based
fluorination.
In contrast to classical decarboxylative fluorination, where
TONs < 35 have been observed, TONs up to 1960 and TOFs up
to 653 h−1 have been achieved for systems photocatalysed by
homogeneous Ir and Ru complexes (Scheme 9, entry 1).99,100
Notably, the formation of C(sp3)–F bonds in such short time
and with such high TONs is especially important for PET
applications, where rapid formation of C(sp3)–18F bonds is
essential due to the 109.77 min half-life of 18F, which means
that synthesis of radioactive compound and administration to
the patient has to occur in less than two hours. Photocatalytic
decarboxylative was also achieved by use of organic dyes,101
which in addition to avoiding scarce metals, also required less
Selectfluor® (2.0 eq. instead of 3.0 eq.) (Scheme 9, entry 2).
However, although providing higher atom economy, lower
TONs (up to 20) were reached using organic dyes than homogeneous photocatalysts. Moreover, in contrast to the broad
range of substrates converted by the Ag-catalysed routes,
several substrate limitations are associated with the employment of organic dyes. For example, poor activity has been
reported for decarboxylative fluorination of primary aliphatic
carboxylic acids, with only moderate yields achieved in the
presence of heteroatoms in the proximity of the carboxylic
group. Although some reaction mechanisms have been proposed for this class of reaction, which suggest SET between
the Selectfluor® and alkyl radical species formed in situ,100,101
the reaction mechanisms that are predominating during such
processes have not yet been clearly identified.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020

Scheme 9 Comparison of photocatalytic ﬂuorination of carboxylic
acids mediated by catalysts of diﬀerent nature; (1) transition metal
complexes,99,100 (2) organic dyes,101 and (3) heterogenous catalysts.102
CLF = compact ﬂuorescent lamp, LED = light-emitting diode.

Along these lines, we recently found that TiO2, a commercially available semiconductor, was able to perform decarboxylative fluorination with TOF up to 1050 h−1, under irradiation
with a solar light simulator or a LED torch (365 nm wavelength) (Scheme 9, entry 3).102 Notably, the employment of a
relatively inexpensive heterogeneous catalyst, with high intrinsic activity, good durability and easily recoverability from the
reaction mixture, substantially increases the sustainability of
this process (see section 8 for further detail).

7. Direct C(sp3)–H bonds ﬂuorination
Despite the promising results reported for the conversion of
carboxylic acids to alkyl fluorides, direct functionalisation of
C(sp3)–H to yield the corresponding C(sp3)–F species is the
most ideal and desirable target. This is mostly due to (i) the
broad range of easily available substrates and (ii) the avoidance
of unnecessary pre-activation steps, resulting in processes with
shorter numbers of synthetic steps for the preparation of
fluorinated compounds, and hence lower overall E-factors.
Therefore, the following sections will focus on direct C(sp3)–H
fluorinations from (i) benzylic substrates, which possess
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weaker C–H bonds (Bond-Dissociation Energy (BDE) values
∼85–90 kcal mol−1), and (ii) alkanes, with stronger C–H bonds
(BDEs > −95 kcal mol−1).
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7.1.

Benzylic fluorination

Amongst the diﬀerent strategies to perform direct C(sp3)–H
fluorination using activated substrates, benzylic fluorination
represents one of the most explored routes. Indeed, it represents a good model system for selective direct C(sp3)–H fluorination, due to the activated benzylic C–H bonds requiring
milder reaction conditions for activation. This route is also
particularly desirable in medicinal chemistry as it represents a
useful tool for selective insertion of F and 18F in bioactive
compounds.103
The first example of catalytic benzylic fluorination was
reported by Hull et al.93 in 2006, employing Pd(OAc)2 as a catalyst and an electrophilic fluorine source, 2,4,6-Me3-NFPy·BF4
(Scheme 10, entry 1). However, only in recent years has
benzylic fluorination started to gain increased attention,
proving to be a powerful tool for site-specific C(sp3)–F bond
formation.93,104–114 Generally, amongst these studies, diﬀerent
fluorination routes can be identified: (i) electrophilic fluorination employing Selectfluor®, N-fluoropiridinium salts and
NFSI as fluorinating sources,93,104–107 (ii) nucleophilic fluorination with triethylamine trihydrofluoride, TREAT·HF, and fluor-

Scheme 10 Examples of benzylic ﬂuorinations reported by: (1) Sanford
group,93 (2) Lectka group,104,106 (3) Tang group,105 and (4) Groves
group.108,109
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ide salts,108,109 and (iii) thermal- or photocatalysed radical
fluorination.110–113 Amongst these, benzylic fluorination catalysed by transition metal complexes using electrophilic fluorinating reagents represents the most exploited (see examples in
Scheme 10, entries 1–3).93,104–107
Despite the diﬃculties associated with the activation of C–
H bonds, which may require stronger reaction conditions i.e.
more powerful oxidants or radical initiators, than those typically used for pre-activated substrates such as carboxylic acids,
moderate TONs (up to 10) have been achieved via this route.
Along with this route, the suitability of nucleophilic fluorinating reagents has also been investigated and reported. One
of the most promising studies involves the employment of Mn
(salen) complexes, which have been reported by the Groves
group to be active catalysts for benzylic fluorinations using
nucleophilic fluorine sources, such as TREAT·HF and AgF
(Scheme 10, entry 4).108,109 Unfortunately, when nucleophilic
sources are employed for benzylic fluorination with Mn complexes (including the Mn porphyrin, TMPMn(III)Cl, Scheme 8),
the formation of oxidised by-products is observed, suggesting
competition between fluorination and oxidation.108
As previously reported in section 2.3, electrophilic fluorinating reagents can also undergo to SET with radicals, through a
radical fluorination mechanism. Therefore, several strategies
have been developed based on the formation of radicals from
various free radical initiator species. In 2013, Amaoka et al.113
reported a metal-free benzylic fluorination route catalysed by
N-oxyl radicals thermally formed by N,N-dihydroxypyromellitimide (NDHPI, Scheme 11, entry 1). This system exhibits higher
eﬃciency than those reported in Scheme 10, with TONs up to
34.4 reported.
In contrast to the thermally activated routes, novel routes
involving the employment of light as radical initiator have also
been successfully reported for benzylic fluorination.
Noteworthy examples of photocatalytic benzylic fluorination
are the system developed by Bloom et al. (Scheme 11, entry
2),111 and the system reported by Xia et al. (Scheme 11, entries
3 and 4),110 employing 9-fluorenone as photosensitive catalyst.
Considering the high value of fluorinated compounds, and,
thus, the need to maximise their production, outstanding
breakthroughs have been achieved in the field of flow chemistry, with some of the previously described systems performed
in flow and microflow reactors. Not only does moving from
batch to continuous flow typically represent an improvement
from a productivity perspective, yielding to higher amounts of
benzyl fluoride produced per time and volume, but it also
benefits processes from a safety standpoint, by utilisation of
smaller reactor volumes.115–118 In this context, Cantillo et al.
reported an eﬃcient way to achieve benzylic fluorination in
flow photo-reactors, irradiating the reactor with a black-light
household compact fluorescent lamp (CFL).112 Using xanthone
as organic catalyst and Selectfluor® as fluorinating agent,
eﬃcient synthesis of a range of benzylic fluorides was achieved
at photocatalytic conditions.112
Although representing a significant breakthrough, it should
be added that continuous flow systems can suﬀer from limited
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Scheme 12 Reaction scheme and proposed reaction mechanism for
direct alkane ﬂuorination catalysed by a Mn(III)-porphyrin.119 Reaction
scheme adapted from ref. 119.

Scheme 11 Examples of benzylic ﬂuorinations reported by: (1) Inoue
group,113 (2) Lectka group,111 and (3–4) Chen group.110

light penetration depth, which typically results in the employment of reaction solutions with low catalyst concentrations,
limiting productivity and scalability. Moreover, continuous
systems employing homogeneous catalysts do not easily
permit long term use or recycle of the soluble catalysts. In fact,
the potential of heterogeneous catalysts to operate continuously and be readily recovered post reaction makes them more
suitable catalysts for flow applications.
7.2.

Direct alkane fluorination

Although challenging to achieve because of the high energy
required to cleave C–H bonds, which are characterised by pKa
values greater than 50 and bond dissociation energies larger
than 95 kcal mol−1,118 a few examples of direct alkane fluorination have been reported in the literature. Amongst these, three
diﬀerent strategies can be identified: (i) a biomimetic
approach, involving H-atom abstraction with high valent transition metals, (ii) radical mechanisms involving the use of
radical initiators, and (iii) an ion pairing hydrogen bonding
mechanism.
7.2.1. Alkane fluorination via hydrogen abstraction. In
recent years, the Groves group have demonstrated that alkane
fluorination can be achieved by employing a class of biomimetic
catalytic
compounds,
e.g.
Mn-porphyrins
(Scheme 12).119–121 This includes a highly fluorinated Mn-por-
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phyrin, which has also been shown to be suitable for the synthesis of labelled 18F alkyl fluorides, of relevance to PET
(Scheme 8).41 The authors proposed a reaction mechanism
involving a hydrogen abstraction step, which generates an
alkyl radical species, R•, followed by a F-rebound step, yielding
the desired F-alkyl compound (Scheme 12).119,121 Interestingly,
the first step of the proposed mechanism resembles the
reported mechanism of enzymes from the monooxygenase
family, such as cytochrome P450, during alkane hydroxylation.122 These enzymes are known for their ability to convert
alkanes into their respective alcohols via hydrogen atom
abstraction (HAA) followed by an oxygen rebound step.123
However, whilst HAA is prevalent in several biological processes, no evidence for a similar mechanism for the insertion
of a fluorine atom can be found in nature. Although recent
findings report the discovery of a fluorination enzyme, fluorinase (FDAS), which is able to convert S-adenosyl-L-methionine
into 5′-fluoro-5′-deoxy adenosine, this mechanism is diﬀerent
from the one suggested for Mn-catalysed fluorination.124
Indeed, mechanistic studies performed on the FDAS system
suggest a catalytic cycle involving an ion pairing hydrogen
bonding step, in which a fluoride ion (F−) is stabilised in the
metal-free active site of FDAS via hydrogen bonds.125
The unique reactivity of Mn-porphyrins, which are able to
achieve selective alkane hydroxylation or selective alkane fluorination under specific reaction conditions, is of great scientific
interest. However, additional mechanistic studies are required
to fully elucidate the reasons behind the tuneable reactivity of
some Mn-porphyrins to yield C(sp3)–F bonds, including
C(sp3)–18F bonds, in place of C(sp3)–O bonds.
7.2.2. Catalytic alkane fluorination via radical fluorination.
Building on the findings of Rueda-Becerril et al.,65 radical
initiator species have been employed to achieve C(sp3)–F bond
formation directly from alkane substrates. The first report of
this reaction was from Bloom et al., who observed that photo-
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Selectfluor® as fluorinating reagent.130 Recently, the
Gouverneur group extended this method to nucleophilic fluorinating reagents, typically preferred in radiochemistry for the
synthesis of labelled 18F compounds.131,132 They reported an
elegant strategy to enantioselectively convert chiral C(sp3)–X
bonds to C(sp3)–F bonds via ion pairing hydrogen bonding for
Phase-Transfer Catalysis (PTC).131,132 Notably, this approach
combines the ion pairing hydrogen bonding step previously
reported by O’Hagan and Naismith for enzymatic fluorination125 with the PTC mechanism reported by Toste.125,130

8. Fluorination reactions catalysed by
heterogeneous catalysts

Scheme 13 Examples of photocatalytic aliphatic ﬂuorinations reported
by: (1) Bloom et al.126 (2) Halperin et al.,127 (3) West et al.,128 and (4) Cuinitiated radical aliphatic ﬂuorination reported by Bloom et al.107

catalysed aliphatic fluorination could be successfully achieved
using ultraviolet light and a photosensitising agent, 1,2,4,5-tetracyanobenzene (Scheme 13, entry 1).126 In parallel with this
strategy, photocatalytic aliphatic fluorination using tetrabutylammonium salt of decatungstate, W10O324−, has been reported
by the Britton group (Scheme 13, entry 2).127 More recently,
the Sorensen group reported the promising ability of uraniumbased photocatalysts to activate simple alkanes (Scheme 13,
entry 3).128 According to the proposed mechanism, the photocatalyst is able to generate alkyl radicals which subsequently
undergo SET with NFSI, yielding to the F-alkyl compound (see
Scheme 5, section 2.3).128 Interestingly, high TONs (up to 95)
were achieved by this method. In contrast to the photocatalysed strategies, examples of radical alkyl fluorinations catalysed by radical initiators based on complexes of Cu have also
been reported by the Lectka group (Scheme 13, entry 4), whose
radical-type mechanism was proven by experimental and
theoretical studies.107,129
7.2.3. Enantioselective C(sp3)–F bond formation strategies
via phase-transfer catalysis (PTC). Pioneering studies in the
field of asymmetric catalysis demonstrate that enantioselective
fluorination can also be achieved. An interesting example of
asymmetric fluorinations was reported by the Toste group in
2011, using an anionic chiral phase-transfer catalyst, and
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Despite the great number of studies focussed on the development of new strategies for the formation of C(sp3)–F bonds,
the catalytic capabilities of heterogeneous catalysts have barely
been explored. This is despite the potential advantages they
oﬀer over homogeneous analogues, such as facile recovery and
reuse, both of which are desirable for process intensification
and for process economy and environmental impact.
Therefore, heterogeneously catalysed fluorination processes
represent an attractive challenge for both academic and industrial researchers.
The scarce eﬀort to design heterogeneous catalysts for
fluorination reactions is mainly attributed to the diﬃculty of
stabilising solid materials at the conditions required for fluorination, which is essential to ensure good catalytic lifetime (see
section 4 for further details). In fact, the highly acidic and/or
oxidative reaction conditions typically involved in the systems
reported so far represent an incredible challenge from a stability perspective. Another major challenge includes the presence of hydrogen fluoride (HF), generated as a by-product in
these systems.129 Each of these factors can easily induce
restructuring, leaching and thus, deactivation, of solid
catalysts.88,133,134 Amongst them, metal leaching is especially
undesirable as it leads to the dispersion of metal into the
environment,
and
irreversible
deactivation
of
the
catalyst.88,133,134 Traces of metals in the reaction mixture may
also behave as homogeneous catalysts and contribute to the
reaction kinetics in a non-controlled manner.88
Despite these challenges, recent reports have demonstrated
that heterogeneous materials can eﬃciently be employed for
fluorination reactions. Following the findings of Yin et al., who
identified the Ag catalysed decarboxylative fluorination of aliphatic carboxylic acids,94 diﬀerent studies have been conducted on the design of Ag containing heterogeneous catalyst
for this reaction. Notably, although unsupported Ag2O has
been shown to be a very active material for this reaction, Ag2O
does not behave as a stable heterogeneous material. In fact,
when employed for decarboxylative fluorinations, we detected
a dramatic percentage of Ag dissolving into solution, resulting
in a high homogeneous contribution to the reaction rate.97
However, supported Ag catalysts, such as AgFeO2 and mixed Ag
oxides supported on TiO2 (AgxO/TiO2), have been found to be
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Scheme 15 Proposed reaction mechanism for TiO2-photocatalysed
decarboxylative ﬂuorinations.102 Scheme adapted with permission from
ref. 102 (American Chemical Society, https://pubs.acs.org/doi/10.1021/
acscatal.8b02844).

Scheme 14 Examples of a range of ﬂuorination reactions catalysed by
heterogeneous catalysts. C(sp3)–F bond formations catalysed by: (1)
AgFeO2,98 (2) AgxO/TiO2,97 (3) TiO2 102 and (4) V2O3.135

eﬃcient, stable and reusable materials for catalytic C(sp3)–F
bond formation via decarboxylative fluorination of aliphatic
carboxylic acids (Scheme 14, entries 1 and 2). Notably, using
mechanochemically prepared AgxO/TiO2 results in higher
TONs and TOFs being achieved compared to AgFeO2, even
when using less Selectfluor®.97,98
Alongside Ag-based materials, other heterogeneous catalysts have proven to be active for fluorination reactions. For
example, we recently developed a novel photocatalytic decarboxylative fluorinating route, using commercially available titanium oxide, TiO2 (P25) (Scheme 14, entry 3). This new route
shows that even in the absence of expensive metals (such as
Ag, Ir, Ru), simple semiconductors like TiO2 can eﬃciently catalyse fluorination reactions.102 In addition to the high activity
exhibited by TiO2, which demonstrated TOFs larger than the
ones observed with homogeneous catalysts (<1050 h−1), this
method is also characterised by good light eﬃciency, and proceeds via a mechanism that only requires a catalytic number of
photons i.e. a photon eﬃciency greater than 1 was observed.102
Light eﬃciency is particularly important in photocatalysis as it
reveals whether the incident light acts as a catalyst or merely
as a photosensitiser. Good reusability of TiO2 has also been
reported, showing potential for further exploration.102 Notably,
the proposed reaction mechanism involves contribution from
a radical chain process (Scheme 15), in analogy to the mechanism proposed by Lectka for Cu-catalysed aliphatic
fluorination.129
In spite of the greater challenges associated to the direct
C(sp3)–H fluorinations, Xia et al. reported that this type of reaction can be achieved using vanadium oxides (Scheme 14, entry
4).135 Interestingly, by employing this cheap, commercial solid,
they reported the synthesis of a range of fluorinated com-
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Scheme 16
et al.136

Example of nucleophilic ﬂuorination reported by Kim

pounds, i.e. secondary and tertiary alkyl-fluorides and benzylic
fluorides. However, stability studies i.e. leaching and “hot” filtration experiments, and reusability studies, essential to establish the heterogeneous nature of the system, have not yet been
reported.88
In contrast to the electrophilic fluorination routes, heterogeneous catalysts for nucleophilic fluorinations have been
known since 2006, with several examples of nucleophilic fluorination catalysed by polymer-supported ionic liquids, being
present in literature (Scheme 16). Nevertheless, only low TONs
can be achieved via this route, with 25–50 mol% of polymer
typically employed.136–138
Additionally, in 2013, Sergeev et al. successfully immobilised the fluorinase enzyme discovered by O’Hagan (vide
supra),124 onto a poly(GMA-EDMA) monolith.139 The supported
enzyme was shown to be an eﬃcient and reusable catalyst for
both fluorination and radiofluorination of the specific substrate, SAM, to 5-FDA and 5-18FDA.139

9. Conclusions and pertaining
challenges
Despite the plethora of research published on fluorination
strategies within the last fifteen years, several challenges in the
field of fluorination remain, and should form the basis of
future research studies. Firstly, despite the progresses made,
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catalytic methods for C(sp3)–F formation are still characterised
by limited levels of productivity, and/or poor atom economy,
with large excesses of expensive fluorinating reagents and/or
fluorine salts typically required. As such, future studies should
address the development of catalytic fluorination methods
able to achieve C(sp3)–F synthesis in a more sustainable and
eﬃcient manner.
Several recent works have identified continuous flow
systems as a solution to maximise productivity and at the
same time, decrease the hazards associated with the employment of toxic chemicals, including HF, potentially generated
in situ. In fact, continuous flow processes could provide several
advantages from both an eﬃciency and a productivity perspective, representing a way to produce fluorinated compounds on
a larger scale. However, the continuous flow processes developed so far are either non-catalytic, and/or employ soluble catalysts that must be continuously fed into the system. Amongst
these, interesting results have been achieved by combining
continuous flow methods with photocatalytic fluorination and
homogeneous catalysis. However, these systems do not easily
permit long-term use or recycle of the soluble catalysts, resulting in heterogenous catalysts being more suitable materials for
such flow applications. Irrespective of the nature of the catalyst, challenges associated with light penetration are still prevalent in photocatalytic systems. Accordingly, engineering
studies should be addressed towards design of novel photocatalytic reactors able to maximise light eﬃciency, and, thus,
process productivity.
The employment of robust heterogeneous catalysts in a
packed bed reactor would also represent an improvement for
the productivity and the sustainability of a system, due to
immobilising the catalyst from the liquid solution. Despite
such benefits, most of the catalytic systems that have been
developed up to now for C(sp3)–F formation employ homogeneous catalysts, with few exceptions. Although scarcely
employed for fluorination processes, few promising reports
indicate that C(sp3)–F bond synthesis can be eﬃciently
achieved with heterogeneous catalysts. Therefore, future
studies should be directed toward the design of active and
stable heterogeneous materials able to perform a range of
fluorination reactions in both batch and continuous flow
systems.
Alongside the need for improved productivity and sustainability, more fundamental studies on C(sp3)–F synthesis are
still required. Indeed, despite good levels of catalytic performance achieved using pre-activated substrates (i.e. carboxylic
acids), direct C(sp3)–H functionalisation is still hampered by
several factors, including poor activity, limited substrate scope
and the utilisation of toxic catalysts. Moreover, despite the
breakthroughs achieved for benzylic fluorinations, the number
of catalysts able to perform alkane fluorination is still limited
and the mechanistic details of such reactions are still open to
debate. Therefore, future fundamental studies in this field
should focus on; (i) the development of more sustainable and
more eﬃcient routes for direct C(sp3)–H fluorination, and (ii)
thorough mechanistic studies of the current catalytic pro-
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cesses, consequently enabling the design of novel catalysts
able to unlock this reaction with increased catalytic
performance.
We hope that our mini-review will encourage collaboration
amongst scientists with various backgrounds (homogeneous
and heterogeneous catalysis, catalysis engineering, spectroscopy and material science, amongst others), to develop
greener strategies with industrial applicability for the synthesis
of fine chemicals containing C(sp3)–F moiety.
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